Fern

Color Guide
Our design team has curated this collection of color combinations—ranging from expressive to constrained and warm to cool—to kickstart your creativity and make Fern® look its best.

- A Day at the Beach
- Chili Pepper
- Summer in Provence
- Glacial Pool
- Charcoal is the New Black
- Stepping Stones
- Espresso in the Afternoon
- Emerald Isle
- Down by the Seaside
- Middle Earth
- Alpine Meadow
Here are the five components you may customize with color/finish selections for an aluminum base Fern chair:

1. Casters
2. Seat Upholstery
3. Back Mesh
4. Plastic Trim (Stem™, Cradle™, lumbar handle, control levers, mechanism cover, arm stems, and arm caps)
5. Aluminum Trim (arm uprights, back upright, mechanism, and base)

**Automatic Exceptions**

When you select Snow plastic trim:
- Arm caps and control levers will be Fog.
- With polished aluminum, the lumbar handle will be polished aluminum.
- With any other aluminum finish, the lumbar handle will be Snow.

**Casters:** Regular soft or hard caster selections will be black; two-tone hard casters will be gray.
As shown
Catalog code: SFT-U0-1S02FT, 4N-AC, MB-BE, TR-UFM, TR-MC
List price: $1,321

With fixed arms, no lumbar, standard adjustments
Catalog code: SFT-U0-1S02FT, 4N-AC, MB-BE, TR-UFM, TR-MC
List price: $1,321
As shown
Catalog code: SFT-U0-7994AT, 4N-BA (Grade B Fabric), MB-SE, TR-UFM, PM-P
List price: $1,721
With fixed arms, no lumbar, standard adjustments
Catalog code: SFT-U0-1992FT, 4N-BA, MB-SE, TR-UFM, PM-P
List price: $1,411

Casters
Two-Tone Hard Casters

Seat Upholstery
Diagonale Bias

Back Mesh
Sedum

Plastic Trim
Snow

Aluminum Trim
Polished Aluminum

Chili Pepper

Color Guide
As shown
Catalog code: SFT-U0-7S14AT, 4N-DA (Grade B Fabric), MB-SU, TR-UFM, PM-P
List price: $1,721

With fixed arms, no lumbar, standard adjustments
Catalog code: SFT-U0-1S02FT, 4N-DA, MB-SU, TR-UFM, PM-P
List price: $1,411

Casters
Two-Tone Hard Casters

Seat Upholstery
Diagonale Diamond

Back Mesh
Sunflower

Plastic Trim
Snow

Aluminum Trim
Polished Aluminum
As shown
Catalog code: SFT-U0-1S02FT, S7-M (Grade D Fabric), MB-SL, TR-UFM, TR-LE
List price: $1,547

With fixed arms, no lumbar, standard adjustments
Catalog code: SFT-U0-1S02FT, S7-M (Grade D Fabric), MB-SL, TR-UFM, TR-LE
List price: $1,547

Casters
Two-Tone Hard Casters

Seat Upholstery
Melange Nap by Kvadrat

Back Mesh
Silver Leaf

Plastic Trim
Snow

Aluminum Trim
Metallic Silver
As shown
Catalog code: SFT-U0-7914A1, 4N-SH (Grade B Fabric), MB-MU, TR-F, PM-P
List price: $1,666
With fixed arms, no lumbar, standard adjustments
Catalog code: SFT-U0-1902F1, 4N-SH, MB-MU, TR-F, PM-P
List price: $1,356

Charcoal is the New Black

Casters
Hard Casters

Seat Upholstery
Diagonale Slash

Back Mesh
Mulch

Plastic Trim
Black

Aluminum Trim
Polished Aluminum

Fern Color Guide
As shown
Catalog code: SFT-U0-7S14AT, 4H-FT (Grade A Fabric), MB-MF, TR-7, TR-LE
List price: $1,542
With fixed arms, no lumbar, standard adjustments
Catalog code: SFT-U0-1S02FT, 4H-FT, MB-MF, TR-7, TR-LE
List price: $1,232

Casters
Two-Tone Hard Casters

Seat Upholstery
Blanket Fort

Back Mesh
Moon Flower

Plastic Trim
Fog

Aluminum Trim
Metallic Silver
As shown with Mushroom back mesh
Catalog code: SF T-U0-1S02F1, 4H-CL (Grade A Fabric), MB-MR, TR-F, PM-P
List price: $1,112

With fixed arms, no lumbar, standard adjustments
Catalog code: SF T-U0-1S02F1, 4H-CL, MB-MR, TR-F, PM-P
List price: $1,112
Catalog code: SFT-U0-7S14AT, 4H-GR (Grade A Fabric), MB-PM, TR-UFM, PM-P
List price: $1,899
With fixed arms, no lumbar, standard adjustments

Catalog code: SFT-U0-1S02FT, 4H-GR (Grade A Fabric), MB-PM, TR-UFM, PM-P
List price: $1,550

As shown
Catalog code: SFT-U0-7S14AT, 4H-GR (Grade A Fabric), MB-PM, TR-UFM, PM-P
List price: $1,899

With fixed arms, no lumbar, standard adjustments
Catalog code: SFT-U0-1S02FT, 4H-GR (Grade A Fabric), MB-PM, TR-UFM, PM-P
List price: $1,550

Casters
Two-Tone Hard Casters

Seat Upholstery
Blanket Grass

Back Mesh
Peat Moss

Plastic Trim
Snow

Aluminum Trim
Polished Aluminum

Emerald Isle
Color Guide
As shown
Catalog code: SFT-U0-7S14AT, JB-PL (Grade D Fabric), MB-CF, TR-UFM, PM-P
List price: $1,775
With fixed arms, no lumbar, standard adjustments
Catalog code: SFT-U0-1S02FT, JB-PL, MB-CF, TR-UFM, PM-P
List price: $1,465

Down by the Seaside
Casters
Two-Tone Hard Casters

Seat Upholstery
Cotswold Pickeral Weed

Back Mesh
Cornflower

Plastic Trim
Snow

Aluminum Trim
Polished Aluminum

Fern Color Guide
As shown
Catalog code: SFT-U0-7S14A1, 4N-MA (Grade B Fabric), MB-RR, TR-F, TR-TF
List price: $1,576

With fixed arms, no lumbar, standard adjustments
Catalog code: SFT-U0-1S02F1, 4N-MA, MB-RR, TR-F, TR-TF
List price: $1,266
As shown
Catalog code: SFT-U0-7S14AT, JB-CA (Grade D Fabric), MB-MF, TR-UFM, PM-P
List price: $1,775

With fixed arms, no lumbar, standard adjustments
Catalog code: SFT-U0-1S02FT, JB-CA, MB-MF, TR-UFM, PM-P
List price: $1,465

Alpine Meadow

Casters
Two-Tone Hard Casters

Seat Upholstery
Cotswold Camp

Back Mesh
Moon Flower

Plastic Trim
Snow

Aluminum Trim
Polished Aluminum